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Abstract

The Radiofrequency Ion Thruster Assembly RITA is By the Shuttle accident this launch will be post-
currently built as a fl.ight experiment which shall poned until 1991. This, of course, gives us more
be flown on the European Retrievable Carrier time for the preparation of the experiment, but
EURECA I. This test flight shall verify the opera- also causes difficulties in the financiation of the
tional use of this electric propulsion system in program and requires exchange of components, sto-
space by demonstration of operation, lifetime and rage, refurbishment and retesting of the components
reliability. For this purpose the RITA experiment of the experiment.
has been adapted to meet the specific constraints
imposed by the EURECA I spacecraft and by the Space This paper gives general informations on the
Shuttle as the launcher; Xenon gas will be used as EURECA Spacecraft and mission, shows the design of
the propellant and the experiment will be operated the RITA experiment on EURECA I and the current
automatically by means of a dedicated on-board mi- status of the work.
crocomputer system.
According to the delay in launches by the Space
Shuttle the launch date has been postponed from
March 1988 to 1991/92. Therefore the total EURECA 2. THE EURECA I SPACECRAFT AND MISSION
programm has been extended, which also influenced
the RITA time schedule. The European Retrievable Carrier (EURECA) in its

first mission is primarily planned as a platform
for scientific experiments in a microgravity field.
In addition some technological experiments will be

1. Introduction flown and RITA will be one of them.

Radio-frequency Ion Thrusters (RIT) are under in-
vestigation and development in Germany since 1960. The mission profile of EURECA will allow RITA
Out of the RIT thruster family, ranging in dischar- about 1500 hours of thrust at varying thrust levels
ge chamber diameters from 4 to 35 cm, the 10 cm and will provide the invaluable chance for a past

diameter thruster, designated RIT 10, was selected flight inspection of the whole propulsion package.
for industrial development at MBB company in Ger-
many for North-South station keeping of geostatio- 2.1 The EURECA-I Spacecraft
nary satellites.

EURECA-I, in its configuration for Mission I, will
By 1976, the basic development of the RIT-10 thrus- comprise of a platform approximately 2.5 m long
ter was complete, enabling the life endurance and and 4 m wide, which, fully equiped, will almost
reliability proving phase to be initiated. Exten- fill the cross section of the Shuttle's cargo bay.
sive life testing of the thruster, driven by its Its mass, including propellant for altitude and
dedicated power conditioning unit (PCU) was per- orbit control, will approach 4000 kg; approximately
formed at the DFVLR facilities in Stuttgart. 1200 kg of which will be available for payloads.

The life-testing phase was completed in 1980, with EURECA-I's structure will consist of a framework
the highlight achievements of 8150 hours of conti- of carbon fibre struts which are connected by
nuous operation on a single RIT-10 thruster and titanium alloy nodal joints. Its concept will thus
4140 hours of cyclic operation with 2010 starts on closely resemble that of the SPAS-01 satellite,
another thruster, which was successfully flown and deployed from the

shuttle in 1983.

Simultaneously efforts were made to find a flight Solar arrays, which will be deployed in orbit
test opportunity on various satellites like: and retracted prior to retrieval, will provide

- Apex: Testflight on ARIANE I almost 6 KW of electrical power during times of

- Phebus I, later H-Sat solar irradiation.

- German French TV-Sat Heat exchangers will conduct waste heat from
the spacecraft subsystems and experiments into a

The first two satellites did not materialize at all. cooling loop employing liquid freon. The cooling
The application of 2 RIT-10 thrusters for N/S-sta- fluid is pump-circulated between the heat sources
tionkeeping of the TV-Sat has been deleted for bud- and a set of radiators located at the outer edges
getary and contractual reasons, of the spacecraft. The radiators will dispose of

the heat at mean temperatures between 0° C and
The latest attempt to embark RIT-10 for a test 400 C, the exact values, of course, being dependant
flight was made by MBB and ESA in 1982 for EURECA I, on heat loads as well as on attitude and orbit
a Shuttle-launched and retrieved free flying, low parameters. The RITA-10 experiment package will
earth orbiting platform, planned for launch in 1988. be installed on a cooled equipment panel.
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Data, which originate in any of the spacecraft's
subsystems or in the experiments, will be stored in
a mass memory on board EURECA-I. The data will be
transmitted to ground whenever radio control has

been established between the spacecraft and its 
control station(s). Total ground control time for
the nominal EURECA-I orbit will be in the order
of 30 minutes per 24 hours. Periods during which
no control with the spacecraft can be established

may range up to 20 hours. The size of the on-board
memory and maximum data transfer rate to ground
will permit accomodation of a combined, i.e.,
carrier plus payloads, average data flow of
approximately 3 kbps.

An attitude control subsystem will keep the
(fixed) solar array pointed toward the sun.

Magneto-torquers and low thrust cold-gas thrusters
(20 MN) ensure that the maximum acceleration
levels for the micro-gravity mission are not
exceeded during attitude manouvers. Since

noprecision pointing requirements have been Fig. 2: EURECA in stowed condition
identified for the payloads, an accuracy of
+ 10 is considered adequate.

the nominal Shuttle orbit of approximately 300 km
Change of orbit is achieved by a cluster of altitude and 28* inclination to its operational

eight 20 N thrusters using hydrazine as a mono- orbit of about 500 km and 280 inclination.
propellant. Propellant for a total velocity change EURECA-I will then conduct its mission operation
of 400 m/s will allow ample maneouvering capability of up to 6 months duration.
from EURECA-I deployment up to and including
rendez-vous with the Shuttle at the end of the Retrieval and return to earth of EURECA will
mission. be made as soon as possible after completion of

its payload operation. A waiting period in a
The EURECA-I concept is depicted in Figure 1 "dormant" condition of several months may be

in its operationally deployed configuration and in required before retrieval, depending on Shuttle
Figure 2 in its stowed configuration for launch flight logistics. Retrieval will be initiated by
and retrieval. The location of the RITA 10 experi- a descent transfer maneouver to the nominal
ment on EURECA-I can be seen in Fioure 1. Shuttle orbit. Rendez-vous and proximity

operations will be performed by the Orbiter,
with EURECA as a passive target. EURECA will be
retrieved and stowed by the RMS in the Orbiter

cargo bay and returned to earth.

The EURECA-I mission sequence is shown in

Figure 3.

4T/ ......... .. .

Fig. 1: EURECA in deployed configuration "*-

2.2 The EURECA-I mission •..., 1

EURECA-I will be launched and retrieved by
the Space Shuttle. After the Shuttle has reached Fig. 3: EURECA Mission Sequence
its orbit, EURECA-I will be removed from the
Shuttle cargo bay by the Remote Manipulator
System (RMS) and will be released as a free-flyer.

3. OBJECTIVES OF THE RITA EXPERIMENT ON EURECA I

After the Orbiter has achieved a safe separation The primary objective of the RITA-IO test

distance, EURECA-I will be activated and checked. flight on EURECA-I is to demonstrate the use of

EORECA-I will then perform an orbital transfer RITA-10 as a mature technology and thus open the

maneouver which will transfer the spacecraft from way for its operational use.
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To achieve this objective, the specific aims The main advantage of this thruster principle is
of the test flight are: its simplicity in design and operation:

- to operate the RITA system in the real - The thruster itself needs only 3 voltages
space environment and to compare space for its operation:
and ground test performance data;

- to obtain operational experience of the
RITA system, on-board a spacecraft. o positive high voltage
Specific aspects are: o negative high voltage
- to verify survival of the launch o RF-power
environment, to expercise switch-on,

- operation and shut-down procedures under
automatic control, - No isolators between discharge chamber and

- to verify operation under full and reduced structure
thrust, (10 mN to 5 mN)

- to evaluate ground-station work load,
- to evaluate RITA interactions with the - The grounded end electrode protects the accel

spacecraft; plume impingement, plume electrode from erosion by charge exchange

contamination, electrostatic charge ions and generates an uniform beam exhaust
control, electro-magnetic interference, velocity

- to demonstrate RITA life endurance and velocity
reliability

- to examine the RITA hardware after recovery -
of the EURECA-I spacecraft on ground; - rust evel variation can be achieved by

- to examine the EURECA-I spacecraft for plume variation of the RF-power at constant exhaust
interaction effects; velocity

- to improve the RITA-10 design and opera-
tional procedures based on lessons learned - The RF-ionization system does not need a

from the test flight, in readiness for full constant generation of electrons during dis-
operational use for north-south station- 

charge operation. It only uses electrons pro-operational use for north-south station- duced by the neutralizer for discharge igni-
keeping of telecommunication spacecraft. ti d on e  eutralier for discharge ig

- Only one mass flow controller is necessary

4. RITA FUNCTION PRINCIPLE for the thruster

The RIT 10 will use Xenon for the experiment on
EURECA, to avoid difficulties of passing the safety
reviews for the retrieval of the spacecraft. RITA EXPERIMENT GENERAL DESIGN

5, RITA EXPERIMENT GENERAL DESIGN

5.1 Situation of RITA on Eureca

Preure P Tink The RITA is one of the 15 experiments which are
Reductn planned to be flown on the EURECA I Spacecraft.

7 experiments will need microgravity environment
~Co | "ont' I1 for its operation in orbit. 5 experiments have

scientific tasks and 3 including RITA are tech-
nological experiments.

i solator The payloads will be mounted on standardized
X": .1 i.i|q Equipment Support Panels (800 x 800 mm) which are

' aro, 22 mounted by 4 screws to the EURECA structure. RITA -
as. _ B\s the experiment No. 41 - will be mounted on panel

,M. .- No. 1 as shown in FIG. 5.
cod 

x,

FIG. 4 shows the working mode of the RIT 10 engine , .
with Xenon as the propellant. "'

Xenon is stored at 50 to 60 bar in a pressure
tank.

A pressure reduction device reduces the variable FIG. 5: RiTA-Equipment Support Panel No. 1 on
high pressure to a constant pressure of 1.5 bar. EURECA

One mass flow control unit for the thruster and
for the neutralizer controls the mass flow inde-
pendently for the two components. FIG. 6 shows the arrangement of the payloads on

EURECA-I
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FIG. 6: Arrangement of Payloads on EURECA
- Flow Control Unit (PCU) controlling the gas
flow to the thruster and to the neutralizer

5.2 RITA Experiment Configuration - Tank Unit

FIG. 7 shows the Block Diagram of the RITA-Experi- - Cabling Unit for internal electrical connec-
ment. tions of the several units

cblinq unit (CU) FIG. 8 shows the arrangement of the RITA

Components on the equipment support panel (ESP).
" Poer suopl -c r The Xenon is stored in a commercially available

u(t ( RF) diving bottle which is fabricated under controlled
(P) conditions. The bottle is mounted on the ESP via

- 2 brackets which are connected by 2 tie rods. A
hand operated valve closes the bottle during all

S oigica Autcmat Proiuhion ground activities. It is opened short before launch.
Control Unit Unit

.Acul (Pu) The Xenon is fed from the bottle to the flow
control unit and flows from there directly to

Sthruster and neutraliser.
FPi0 Control ? B

'' un, (rCU) 3 electronic boxes are mounted on the ESP the PSU,
,"" ;  H Unit C sthe DACU and the RF-generator Unit

2G. 7: RITA Experiment Blockdiagram

It consists of the following components -

- Power Supply Unit (PSU) which is electrically o
connected to the EURECA mainbus a

- Digital Automatic Control Unit (DACU) which
is electrically connected to the EURECA
Data HandlingSystem •

- RF-Generator, which generates the RF-energy -

for propellant ionization

- Propulsion Unit (PU) which contains the
RIT 10 thruster and the neutralizer FIG. 8 RITA Experiment Arrangement on ESP
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5.3 The RITA-Thermal Concept The total heat generated by these boxes is in the
range of 100 W.

Most of the experiments on EURECA are covered bya thermal insulation tent to protect the compo- The Propulsion Unit is mounted outside the thermal
nents from the environment conditions in space and tent thermally isolated from the ESP. The PU ra-
maintain a convenient temperature level. For these diates the heat loss of about 100 W directly into
components which produce heat an active cooling space at a surface temperature of about 1500 C.
loop is foreseen. The cooling medium freon is pum-
ped througha number of cold plates, which are During inoperative chases the PU will be heated
mounted between the experiment components and the by 5 W constantly to avoid to low temperatures
Equipment Support Panel providing temperature con- on thruster and neutralizer.
trolled surfaces in the range between 0 and 400 C
during EURECA active phases. Components generating
heat shall be in good conductive contact with the
cold plate. 5.4. RITA Characteristic Data

The RITA-thermal concept is shown in FIG. 9. o Thrust Level

The electronic boxes DACU, PSU and RF-generator The thrust level can be varied between 5 m N
are mounted with good condictive contact to the and 10 m N
cold plate.

o Pewer Input

The power input from EURECA mainbus isemt-. .20

4n w m-onet , 3 s - 440 W for 10 m N
an- 270 W for 5 m N

- rce. rus ter with linear interpolation for values in between.

Srrn. no u o Acceleration voltage 1500 V

Cold l'"' o Exhaust velocity 47 km/s
5zs o Experiment mass 40 kg

75 W

FIG. 9: RITA-10 Thermal Concept FIG. 10 shows the RITA FM hardware.

FiG. 10: RITA-FM Hardware
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6. Status of the RITA-Experiment - Function test of the experiment in the vacuum
chamber in Giessen

The components of the RITA experiment are currently - EMC-test of PSU and DACU during operation on
in the final phase of FM-fabrication. This phase simulated loads
will be finished by the qualification tests of the
total experiment cosisting of the following test- The delivery of the experiment to the EURECA-main
sequence: contractor is planned for the end of 1988.

- Thermal cycling of PSU and DACU during operation The overall EURECA schedule as currently valid is
on simulated loads shown in FIG. 11. Launch of EURECA is expected in

- Vibration test of the total experiment mounted 1991. Testresults after the mission will be avai-

on an Equipment Support Panel lable in 1992.

- Test of the physical properties

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Experiment Fabrication and Test

Experiment Delivery

EURECA Integration

Launch

Mission in Orbit

Retrieval T

Mission Evaluation

FIG. 11: Overall Schedule of RITA on EURECA
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